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~AT~T~I~T~U~D~E~S QE FORMATIONS A[Q VEINS. 

solid Ang~es between Ih!!. 

A. Veins unconnected with flat shear planes. 

Att. of Yein 

pirame N600E, 850NW 

Att. 2! Formation. 

N400 W 270 NE 

solid Angle. 

82
0 

Dolores x-cut 

S.Carlos tor- N760E,850N 
tal,vElins. 

As de Oro 

S.Juan ' 
Zacatera 

La Puerta 

San Francis- N280E, 800E 
co Vein,Gpe.8 
800. 

( 1m) 

N130 E ' 220E 
(LR) , 

N250 W, ' 600 E 
(D,B~,LR) 

, "' 

N300 W, 560 E 
(MR,BB,LR; 

regional strike) 

N150 W, 460 E 
(14 or ~) 
N-S, 16 E 
(BB etc.) 

860 

B. Veins Supposedly connected with flat shear planes. 
B-1: Solid angles with pyroclastic formations. 
Guadalupe, N73E, 70N ' N2W I 18W 70° 
4,50 ,Lev. . (A.T.) 
550 n N75E, 65 N. N20W, 17W 700 

800 N70E, 72N N70E ' 275 890 

B-2: solid Angles with the Flat Shear Planesj 

Guadalupe vein and J'lat Normal li'ault: about ioo. 
n n n Sinaloa faUlt: 710 

Sinaloa vein and Limoncito fault: 73° 
Pilar vein and Sinaloa. fault: 82° (May be no faulting on Sinaloa 

here). 

c. Veins of 
Vein. 
Luz y Reyes 

unknown associations. 
Att. Vein. Att.Formations. 
~60E, 82N -wr7W, 32W 

(BB etc.) 

Angle 

D. Vein formed b7 fracturing of Intrusive andesite tack-shaped mass, 
with transgressive relation to formations. 

Candelaria E-W 65N N25W~0 NE. 560 


